Hepatitis B virus protein pX enhances the monomer assembly pathway of bZIP.DNA complexes.
The rapid and correct assembly of dimeric transcription factors on target DNA is essential for accurate transcriptional regulation. Here we ask how a viral accessory factor, hepatitis B virus X protein (pX), influences the rate and identity of the assembly pathway followed by members of the basic region leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factor family. A combination of fluorescence polarization and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments demonstrates unequivocally that pX does not increase the concentration of properly folded bZIP dimers in solution. Rather, fluorescence polarization and gel mobility shift experiments reveal that pX interacts directly with the basic-spacer segment of the bZIP peptide and stabilizes the complex composed of this monomer and target DNA. By stabilizing the intermediate formed along the monomer assembly pathway but not the one formed along the dimer pathway, pX enhances the equilibrium stability of a bZIP.DNA complex without changing the molecular mechanism used for complexation. Additional experiments reveal that pX decreases the kinetic specificity of certain bZIP proteins. To the extent that it is reflected at the transcriptional level, this loss in specificity could have far-reaching consequences for the host cell.